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SELF-DISCLOSURE AND IDENTIFICATION: DYADIC COMMUNICATIONS

OF THE NEW ASSISTANT BLACK PROFESSOR ON A WHITE CAMPUS

Recent impact concerning the existing one percent of black Ph.D's in

America has been upon that proportion hired as assistant professors into

1
predominantly white universities. Since black Ph.D's are grauuated from

various graduate schools all over the United States, administrators, in an

effort to meet H.E.W's request, have been content with simply locating

black scholars to fill available faculty positions. Once these positions

are filled, little interest is placed on the new assistant black professor's

role as an effective communicator, his ability to respond and cope with

various communicative stimuli, and the different rhetorical situations in

which he might find himself. While most Ph.D's are screened carefully through

interviews, the few that pass the "inspection of approval" given by each

member of their perspecitve departments will have encountered a preview of

the many and varing evaluations that will accompany their face to face

confrontations as new assistant professors.

Thus, it is the purpose of this paper to examine the role of self-

disclosure and identification in the dyadic communication of the new black

assistant professor on a predominantly white campus. Generally, the paper

will focus on four divisions: a working discussion of self-disclosure and

identification, an analysis of the possible effect of the two variables on

a few of the first black scholars, a theoretical probe into the nature of

four dyads that involve the black professor in his new position, and a brief

-1-
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variables in tho face to face communications of minority faculty.

Specifically, the paper is an autobiographical insight intended as a

starting point or a theoretical construct that will encourage, hopefully,

a more in-depth study of this kinds of problems it raises. It is the goal

of the writer to familarize other educators and administrators of the nature

of communication as effected by the presents of, and the order of occurrence

of self- disclosure and identification in face to face conversation. I

will be concerned here only with the face to face communication shared on

dyadic bases by the black professor and four other respondents: the white

professor, the white student, the senior black professor, and the black

student.

A WORKING DISCUSSION OF SELF-DISCLOSURE AND IDENTIFICATION

Self-disclosure and identification are discussed as functional variables

in the study of dyadic communication in the intra-disciplinary areas of

Speech Communication Studies. Self-disclosure is a concept frequently

discussed in the study of interpersonal communication. Identification is

a phenomenon deeply rooted in the study of contemporary rhetorical theory
2

that has found itself sprouting as an improtant term of the "new rhetoric."

Self-disclosure

Samuel Culbert defines self-disclosure.as "an individual explicitly

communicating to one or more others some personal information that he believes

3

these others would be unlikely to acquire unless he himself discloses it."

The late Sidney Jourard, professor of psychology, stated that "through my

self-disclosure, I let others know my soul. They can know it, really

4

know it, only as I make it known." When discussing the same phenomenon,

4
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Michael Burgoon, associate professor of speech, wirtes that "when people

seek interactions merely to enhance their own images, they ar' usually

very careful to reveal only those aspects of their feelings and thoughts
5

that will serve such preleditated goals, and can rarely just by themselves."

Finally, after publishing a literature review, Corby defines self-disclosure

as "any information about himself which Person A communicates verbally to
6

a Person B."

A noteworthy inference of the above discussion of self-disclosure

suggests that the degree of influence of this variable in face to face

communication is controlled voluntarily by the individual wishing tc

disclose information about himself. This preconceived choice of whether

or not to disclose information to another person about oneself is a key

function in describing and evaluating the sincerity of information exchange

between communicator and listener. While the communicator intentionally

refuses to disclose certain kinds of information, the listener may recognize

such behavior as a "holdback" or concealment of thoughts that should be

germane to the discussion. Consequently, this concealment of information

heoomea one of the many iden.ifyIng sign -ouem the listener WAWA 'o famlla-

rize himself with the behavior of the speaker, especially in light of how

these sign-cues will effect future discussions. This position is supported

in the following example. A white student spoke to a black classmate about

the content of a midterm examination both had taken in one of my introduc-

tory interpersonal communication classes. During the conversation, the

white student initiated different subtopics within the discussion, controlled

the amount of discussion on those subtopics, and showed some influence in

determining the amount of verbal feedback the accepted or rejected from his

classmate. The white student's real purpose for being the most

ausessive speaker mly base originated from his intentional desire to

withhold information about the letter grade he received on the

5.
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midterm examination. Perhaps this intentional refusal to disclose personal

information was a revealing cue within itself. Thus,the black student may

have recognized this concealment as a nonverbal cue and identified it

with other sign -cue: picked up in conversation.

In addition, it seems apparent that while face to face communication

is relaxed, one participant may speak intentionally for the purpose of

withholding information about himself. Consequently, responsible self-disclosure

may not exist until a mutual understanding and "identification" is

established between the two participants.

Identification

Scholars have labelled identification as an important variable in the

small discussion group. For example, Phillips and Erickson suggest that

identification not be taken for granted in discussion: "The man who addresses

a small group cannot afford to assume identity or linearity among his listeners."

A further suggestion on the role of identification in communication is offered

by Keltner; "people must be identifiable and have a 'particular identity'."
9

In addition, Keltner is convinced that true identification between communicator

and listener consist of those "clues to self-unde:sttAding that are provided

by our interactions with our total environment, which includes everything

we experience, consciously and unconsciously, of the physical, intellectual,

10
emotional, and social world we live in." Burgoon suggests that identifi-

cation is an ongoing phenomenon in a discussion of self-ident±.cy: "Thus

a person must actively and consistently work at expressing his thoughts and
11

feelings in order to strengthen and sustain his self-identity. ..." He

further defines identification as "the process of establishing a common

12

ground or shared position with your audience."

6
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In the study of contemporary rhetorical theory and as a concept of the

"now rhetoric," identification acquires its meaning from Kenneth Burke's

talilosophy of rhetoric. In his A Rhetoric of Motives identification is

siscussed in the following manner:

A is not identical with his colleague, D. But insofar as

their interests are joined, A is 'identified with B. Or

he may identify himself with B even when their interests are

not joined, if he assumes that they are or is persuaded to

believe so. -3

In addition, Burke contends that "to identify A with B is to make A

'consubstantial' with B." Hence, both "6 and B share between themselves

14
a 'unity' or a 'locus of motives'." Finally, Burke suggests that "the

simplest case of persuasion is identification," a phenomenon that

encompasses more than just speech: "You persuade a man only insofar as you

can talk his language by speech, gesture, tonality, order, image, att;Aude,

idea, identifying your way with his."
15

In the development of this paper, identification is operationally defined

as a process of understanding and labelling those verbal or nonverbal sign-

cues that can be substantially associated with two discussants in an ongoing

discussion. These sign-cues--or descriptive variables that identify particular

characteristics of the discussants or some aspect of the rhetorical situation.

may carry positive or negative influences depending upon the perception

of them by the discussants. In essence, identification is the acquistion of those

concepts, images, gestures, attitudes, and ideas during informal or formal

conversation that allow two discussants to become "substantially one"

with each other, thus showing between themselves a "unity" or a "locus of

motives."

While having emphasized that self-disclosure is voluntarily controlled

by a discussant and identification is defined as above, I will attempt to

examine the role of the two variables in dyadic communication of the new
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black assistant professor on a predominantly white campus. First, let us

review the possible effect of both self-disclosure and identification on

earlier black scholars.

A HISTORICAL INFLUENCE OF SELF-DISCLOSURE AND IDENTIFICATION

History reveals that the black professor's chances of disclosing

information about himself or his research to his co. agues were limited.

16
For example, Allison Davis, the first black social anthropologist to teach

at the University of Chicago, found that the preconcevived prejudices of

him that were exhibited in his academic depextment prevented him from

sharing professional ideas with his colleagues and hampered the chances of

relaxed and meaningful interpersonal relations. While the students approved

of Davis as an instructor, the faculty refused to speak to Davis in a

social setting and further prevented him from literally entering the faculty

social club. The amount of information that Davis disclosed about himself

was limited. Nonetheless, the apparent circumstances that permeated such

a condition ware viewed by Davis as an identifying bond or a means of

describing the ongoing interaction between him and his colleagues. In

essence, Davis probably decided whether the actions of his colleagues were

"consubstantial" with his actions. According to Burke, he simply identified

and lab*lled those signs and symbols of his colleagues in relation to his own

behavior in order to better understand the relationships between them.

Prejudice and loneliness caused the black professor to rationalize

different approaches to his existence as an effective educator and communicator.

John Hope Franklin, black historian, insinuates that face to face verbal

communication between the black professor cnd his colleagues was seldom,

and the life of "the Negro scholar seemed to be understandably controlled

in that his research is to pursue truth while making certain that his

8
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"17
conclusions are sanctioned by universal standards, Again, while

meaningful verbal disclosure resulting from face to face interaction was

limited for the black professor, Kelly Miller, sociologist, Howard

University, suggests that some of the first black professors hired at

predominantly white universities showed a "quality of self-detachment"...,

that is the "searching out and sifting the historical facts growing out

18
of race relationships."

In the mid-nineteen hundreds, when the number of black faculty and

black students had doubled, and academic separatism was a fermenting issue,

opportunities increased for the black professor to involve himself

with more persons in dyadic communication. He found himself in a position

of "control," that is, the dissonance between his choice to participate

or abstain from interacting with his white colleague in face to face

communication was relieved by the increased enrollment of black students

19
and more black professors. Consequently, this new position encouraged

controversial feelings concerning academic separatism similar to the ones

below.

Mack Jones, a black political scientist, advocates that "there can
20

be no alliance between the oppressed and the oppressor." While describing

race relations between the black professor and his white colleague as a

form of negative identification, Jones implies that the possibility for

relaxed face to face verbal communication that would clear the air for

both effective self-disclosure between the black professor and his white

colleague are completely suppressed.

In contrast, however, James Conyers, a olack sociologist, Indiana

State University, believes that the "black teacher can offer a 'blaCkani-

zation of education', the incorporation of a black perspective."

9
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As Conyers' view on integrated education was adapted as a universial

practice, the opportunties for the dissemination of useful information

exchange and effective self-disclosure in dyadic communication increased

between the black instructor and his immediate peers. Nonetheless, admini-

strators are still seriously concerned about the effectiveness of communi-

cation in the various dyads in which the black professor might find

himself.

A THEORETICAL PROBE INTO THE NATURE OF THE FOUR DYADS

The following section will explore four stereotypic dyadic inter-

actions in which the black professor is a participant with the white professor,

the senior black professor, the white student, and the black student. I

realize that other "pair-off" confrontations t.iat involve the black professor

may occur (such as dyads that include Mexican Americans and Africans);

however, they will not be discussed in this paper.

The dyadic communications mentioned here are described by analyzing

the nature of self-disclosure and identification, and the perceived

occurrence of the two variables during conversation between the black professor

and his respondent. Specifically, the order of occurrence of these two

variables during discussion may have an effect on how each person judges

the overall effect of the disscussion, that is, whether conversation is

a rewarding experience for both discussants.'

The Black Professor and White Professor

Superficial automation of the communication process may promote

misunderstandings and assure that negative identifications precede effective

self - disclosure,. Here, automation is defined as any "laborsaving cues"

or past events" that a person draws from his subconscious to facilitate an
22

understanding of the ongoing discussion. For example, a black professor

10
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of sociology here at the University of Florida told me that most of his

white colleagues seemed afraid and unrelaxed around him, an observation

he recognized during informal conversation. When I asked him to describe

the nature of the discussion, the black professor voiced his disapproval

of the frequent number of affirmative responses uttered by his colleague.

In essence, the white colleague said,
ft

yes
ft and nodded his head only for the

purpose of keeping the conversation smooth and free of any interruptions.

In fact, by agreeing with the black prcfessor when actually he did not

agree, the white colleague may have attempted to establish a positive

identification or cohesive relationship through sound, tonality, and gesture

at the expense of establishing clarity, understanding, and sincerity. As

a result, the black professor may have sensed a note of mistrust because

the responses seemed directed toward him rather that his message, thus

causing the black professor to voluntarily hault further disclosures.

Similar to the stifling effects of superficial automation of communi-

. cation, anticipating deprecatory behavior may hamper effective dyadic

communication between the black professor and his colleague. Such behavior

Vindicates that a person expects to be contradicted or misunderstood.
23

Hereagain, an effective disclosure of information may not occur until

after the identification process has fully developed.

The Black Professor and the Senior Black Professor

An immediately. assumed postive identification of the new assistant

black professor by the senior black professor may precede the presents of

effective self-disclosure, Initially after being introducedothe senior

professor may consider himself "consubstantial" with the new professor only

insofar as their skins are the same color, which provides initial grounds

for establishing mutual trust. Since each professor shares, to a degree,

11
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the impact of the historical plight of the "black man" over the last

four hundred years, there is little reason to suppress the possibility

for an immediate comradeship between the two professors. Thus, an

assumed positive identification is therefore a guide or a cue for the

senior black professor to disclose information about himself. Furthermore,

the senior professor might assume a "role taking position of guidance and

authority in order to steer the new professor away from the academic,

social, and political pitfalls he may encounter. I have seen several

instance in which an assumed positive identification has preceeded

effective self-disclosure. One black senior professor spoke to me at

length about understanding the "psychology" of the students in a pre-

dominantly white class. He seemed more interested in disclosing useful

ME
information tokabout himself rather than collecting and evaluating

immediate stimuli that would define to him the relationship between us.

Another observation can be made about the immediate assumption

of a positive identification between the two black porfessors. When

such an identification is presumed to be apparent, an automation of the

communication process increases the efficiency of interpersonal communi-

cation. In informal conversation with several senior black professors,

I was able to understand ideas and to identify with the language, tonality,

and syntax in which those ideas were verbally expressed to me. Clarity

seeAed to be enhanced by the mere fact of past common "black experiences."

Deprecatory behavior by one of the discussants in conversation may

indicate that effective self- disclosure should prelude a positive

identification. In particular, one senior black professor seemed to

expect me to disagree with everything he said about the social, academic,

and psychological adjustments one must make on a large, predominantly

12
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white campus. He anticipated my opinions to be radically different from his,

even when they Were not:. Consequently, this deprecatory behavior caused

me to vc'.untarily limit further disclosures thx« advocated a stance, away

from the status -quo.

The Black Professor and the White Student

Self-disclosure and ident-fication between the new assistant black

professor and two stereotypic white students nay take on a reverse-order

effect in face to face communication. The first stereotypic student is

interested in establishing a positive identification with the Mack professor

before he discloses germane information about himself. In the beginning

stages of dyadic communication, he is fascinated with the chance to know

what makes the black professor "tick." While participating in conversation,

he analyzes and interprets verbal and nonverbal sign-cues in order to find

out whether the professor shows malice or hatred against whit4 especially

since such behavior might have an effect the evaluation of his academic

performance. In addition, the student's ultimate purpose may be to

satisfy old myths and to confirm or reject existing research on the intel-

lectual inferiority of Blacks, something he might try to judge by his own
24

definition of effective oral discourse.

The second stereotypic white student may voluntarily delay an im-

mediate and overt evaluation of the black instructor's credibility in

order to disclose information that is germane to their meeting purpose.

As pointed out by a black female behavioral scientist, psychology department,

University of Florida, while the student may be sightly influenced by

the personality of the instructor, perhaps his main focus in the immediate

discussion centers on solving problems that may have arisen during past

lectures. The student may openly admit the degree of difficulty he is having

13
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in the course and ask for help. At any rate, the student discloses

information first and attempts to establish a positive identification

second, while the accomplishment of the two includes some overlap.

The Black Professor and the Black Student

While two stereotypic images the black student may be exhibited in

face to face communication with the black professor, the first image is

apparent when the actual environmental setting delays the student's

quest to assume an immediate positive identification and his self-

disclosure. I have wituessedthat more black students than white students

are aware of the environment of my office. For example, after talking

a few minutes to me in my office, one black student commented: "I

feel like I am reverting toward segregation by rapping (talking) to you,

and "dig" we'er the only two "heads" (Blacks) on the floor." The black

student shows tension; he acts excitedly uncomfortable. This emotionality

functions as a "breakdown" in a conscious awareness of those sign-cues

that will facilitate identificati,m, And, until a polarizing state is

regained and the student has enough time to read identifying sign-cues, that

student's disclosure of information about himself is restricted.

In contrast, the second image of the stereotypic black student is

shown when he assumes that an initial-positive identification should be

automatic between him and the professor. Perhaps, the student's previous

interactions with others* of the academic black community encouraged him

to rely on the black professor as a social counselor rather than a skilled

educator. The student believes that since he is a minority member on

campus, just as the new assistant black professor, both should sense an

overwhelming desire to satisfy needs of interpersonal affiliation above

everything else. Thus, the professor should function as a social therapist

14
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who takes on a responsibility that, in nature, is more therapeutic

than academic. Furthermore, when this kind of an initially assumed

identification does not occur and the black professor fails to relate

to the black student in the way that the student wishes, conflict

arises, and the black student may refer to the black professor as

"handkerchief bead," a name-calling device that carries the same con-

notations as "Uncle Tom."

CONCLUSION

While slightly modifying self-disclosure to read as the act of a

speaker giving "verbal" information about himself to a listener with

a conscious awareness of withholding certain "other" information and

operationally defining identification as a process of understanding

and labelling verbal and nonverbal "sign-cues" that may be substantially

associated with the two discussants and their rhetorical environment', this

paper has presented several personal testimonies concerning the perceived

impact of both of these variables in dyadic communication between the

new assistant black professor and four stereotypic respondents: the

white professor, the white student, the senior black professor, and the

black student. Of specific focus, attention has been given to an analysis

of the order of occurrence of these two variables during conversation.

The autobiographical support for many of the examples of the different

dyads has shown that identification, whether postive or negative, usually

precedes effective self-disclosure. However, as pointed out in the

stereotypic dyad: Black Professor and White Student, the order of occurrence

is reversiable.

Finally, the "accountability" of self-disclosure and identification

15
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in face to face communication should be the direction of future research.
25

As a follow-up study to this seemingly "eye-witness report on the role of

solf-disclosure and identification in discussion, a survey is, at presents

being conducted in order to empirically test some of the questions raised

in this paper. Hopefully, an analysis of the collected data will provide

administrators and faculty with useful information concerning the effect

of these two variables in the dyadic communications of minority faculty

on large university campuses.
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